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Durable Surfaces offers the following 
technical services:

•   Slab Assessments – a thorough  
analysis and road map to manage 
your slab asset

•    Floor surveying of existing slab –  
impact on MHE or impact of MHE  
on the floor

•    Wire Guided Installation Services

•    Corrective Grinding – Curvature  
Grinding, VNA Grinding and Robotic 
Field Grinding

Testing
Slab requirements are dictated by different technologies, i.e., VNA, 
ASRS, traditional forklifts, AGV’s, and AMR’s. Those requirements will 
drive the design of the concrete, how the concrete is placed and  
finished, and ultimately if there is a need for technical grinding to refine 
the floor, to meet specific MHE requirements. To meet and/or exceed 
these requirements not only improves safety and reduces rack  
damage, but also improves case pick rates, travel speed, employee 
morale, and maintenance costs. 

The flatter the floor, the more money a  
client will save.  Addressing the  
requirements before the construction 
phase is the most important step in the 
process. Durable Surfaces can help you 
with these discussions during  
pre-construction meetings.

Your Turnkey Provider 
to VNA Floor Testing, 
Grinding and  
Wire Guide Install
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The Fmin number is used to define the WORST  
acceptable flatness and levelness conditions in  
a defined aisle of traffic, to control the wheel  
track profiles.

Understanding Fmin

Grinding

Wire Guide Install

Remedial Grinding or “rip and replace” of the slab are 
the only 2 long term options – Durable Surfaces does 
not recommend a topping material as an option. Using  
a profileograph that marks the floor where the area is 
out of tolerance allows us to grind the wheel path back 
into tolerance.  

Wire Guidance is a wire conductor through which a low 
voltage signal flows, creating an electromagnetic field 
around itself. The field is strongest at the conductor and 
its magnitude decreases as it radiates out. A line driver 
dispatches the signal to the wire installed in the floor. 
VNA racking greatly improves safety and case pick rates 
for the operations team. Installing a high functioning 
wire guide system requires more than just installing the 
line.  Conducting Fmin testing and any resulting grinding 
ensure peak performance of the system.

The electromagnetic field is generated around the wire 
(conductor). A guide antenna located on the underside 
of the vehicle contains two coils positioned on either side 
of the embedded wire. The electromagnetic field passes 
through the coils and induces an electric voltage across 
the coil ends. The voltage can be detected across the 
termination of the coil and is proportional to the strength 
of the field. The difference in electric voltage between 
the two coils will, after amplification, send a signal to the 
steering motor of the lift truck.

Durable Surfaces can provide wire guidance  
installation services for VNA trucks as well as AGV  
systems. Wire alignment, consistent depth, movement  
detailing, conductor protection, and wheel path flatness 
are critical to a safe and durable system. If you are  
considering a wire guide install or need repairs to an  
existing system, call Durable Surfaces for a free  
installation quote. 

Allow Durable Surfaces the opportunity to simplify your 
VNA install by providing you with Floor Testing/ 
Surveying for Fmin(T) and Fmin(L), associated Fmin 
grinding and wire guide install. Why hire 3 different  
contractors when you can hire us to do it all.

Our team has been actively engaged in testing of  
concrete slabs for the past 20 years. We own all the  
hardware – Profilograph, D Meter, BOT3000, RIQ20-60 
Meter and are one of the few contractors that are  
certified in testing FF/FL and Fmin. Our unique skillset  
is that we understand the testing, can walk clients 
through the results and can perform the recommended 
corrective grinding solutions. 
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•   Fmin is to be used only in Defined Traffic areas,  
example: VNA – wire or rail guided trucks

•   Fmin values are assigned according to the  
expected lift truck and rack height

  –   Done to determine threshold of mast  
sway and flatness of floors

•   This is captured by calculating both  
transversely (maximum cross aisle) and  
longitudinally (down aisle)

  –   The higher the numbers, the flatter  
and more level the floor

•  Devices to calculate Fmin

  –   D-Meter™

  –   Axiom 1155™ pro

  –   Fmin Profiler™

 •  Fmin has 4 components:

  o  Fmin (L) Tolerance – Longitudinal levelness

   1.     Fmin (L) rate of change within  
12” intervals

   2.     Longitudinal flatness – refers to the 
long axis of the aisles and truck and 
the relationship and rate change  
between the front and rear wheels  
of the truck

  o Fmin (T) Tolerance – Transverse levelness

   3.        Fmin (T) rate of change within  
12” intervals

   4.    Transverse flatness – refers to the side  
to side relationship between the right 
and left side of the vehicle that either 
the front or rear sets of wheels are  
positioned

 •   Set by ACI 360R-10, Guide to Design of  
Slabs-On-Ground


